speed humps

Speed
Humps,
Rubber
Speed Humps are a visual and physical deterrent to fast moving traffic. Used for traffic
control and street calming - inside factories, shopping centres, car parks, hospitals,
industrial estates, schools, universities, government building, retirement villages,
service stations, lane-ways, secured estates, pedestrian crossings, stop signs, caravan
parks, resorts, drive-in fast food outlets, clubs, multi story car parking
stations, child care centres, parks and airports.
Long lasting
Cost effective
Sound absorbing
Very visual yellow & black rubber with reflectors
Environmentally friendly recycled rubber
Installation:
Measure distance across road and find the centre point. Lay chalk line at right angles to
kerb to ensure Speed Hump installation is in a straight line. Lay Speed Hump across road
with two end caps sections, one at each end. Add one 500mm black extension piece
between the two end sections for a 3.2m or two black sections for a 3.7m in centre, add
one yellow between black sections for 4.2m and another adjacent to that section yellow
for 4.7m, add one black between these two yellow sections for 5.2m and for 5.7 m add
another black between the last two yellow section and for 6.2m place another yellow
between the last two black units beside it. For longer speed hump installations continue
this pattern.
Once the sections are laid out across the road ensure you have the centre insert and
positions it on the chalk line using a 12mm drill. Drill starter holes through the rubber
speed hump section, remove insert and drill holes to a minimum depth of 120mm, blow
dust out of hole and check depth with long screwdriver or rod, put liquid nails over hole,
don’t fill hole as bolt won’t be able to be driven home. Reposition section over holes and
place coach bolts supplied with speed humps through rubber. These are driven home
with a mallet. Drive them until the washer sits on the rubber. Complete process until
installation is complete.

Please Note: HyLyte offers installation on Speed Humps.
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